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Over the last few decades, acoustic fish telemetry has developed into a viable approach
for remote monitoring of fish behaviour in the marine environment. Simultaneously,
unmanned surface and underwater vehicles have found extensive use as scalable,
persistent and cost-effective platforms for ocean observation. Equipping such robotic
vehicles with fish telemetry receivers constitutes an emerging approach with the potential
to significantly push the current operational limits of fish movement studies at sea. Here,
we present an energy-autonomous robotic fish telemetry platform realised through the
integration of a real-time acoustic receiver into an ocean-going wave- and solar-powered
unmanned surface vehicle. The vehicle frame and energy harvesting solutions are based
on the commercially available AutoNaut USV, while the vehicle’s control and
communication systems were developed using open-source software and standard
hardware components. The open architecture permitted deep integration of the
acoustic receiver as a system-level payload making fish detections and other sensor
data available in real-time to the vehicle’s onboard control system. The vehicle is thus
prepared with local situational awareness to support autonomous control during vehicle-
fish encounters, as well as conventional interfaces for remote piloting and data
management through long-range wireless communication links and the Internet. The
vehicle concept was investigated theoretically and experimentally in an acoustic range test
and a full-scale sea trial. When driven passively by waves, tag detection performance was
comparable to that of traditional moored receivers, while activation of the auxiliary electric
thruster caused a reduction in detection radius of more than 50%, confirming wave-power
as the ideal mode of propulsion. Finally, by deploying the AutoNaut over a period of several
days at the outskirts of a Norwegian fjord during the seaward migration of Atlantic salmon
post-smolts, we demonstrated that the vehicle was able to detect an acoustically tagged
post-smolt into the open ocean beyond the reach of the fjord’s stationary receiver grid,
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while using only wave- and solar energy harvesting to power its operation. The ability to
observe small individual fish in the ocean environment using an energy-autonomous
robotic vehicle creates novel and unprecedented opportunities for scientific inquiry in fish
behaviour and movement ecology studies at sea.
Keywords: ocean observation, unmanned surface vehicle, wave glider, acoustic telemetry, fish tracking, fish
movement, Atlantic salmon, post-smolt
1 INTRODUCTION

Fish movement and migration are essential mechanisms for the
productivity and health of ocean ecosystems and, consequently,
for the sustenance and livelihoods of people and communities
around the world (Albouy et al., 2019). Fish migrations are
remarkable natural phenomena that have intrigued humans for
millennia, and the quest to understand them has developed into
an area of vigorous scientific inquiry (Leggett, 1977; Secor, 2015;
Morais and Daverat, 2016). In a time of unprecedented
anthropogenic pressures on the oceans (Halpern et al., 2015),
knowledge on how fish move and distribute over different scales
of space and time, how they interact with their biophysical
environment, and how this affects their reproduction and
survival is of crucial interest and plays an essential role in
developing and implementing well-advised ocean management
and conservation strategies (Lewison et al., 2015; Allen and
Singh, 2016). Central to research in this area is our ability to
make observations of fish movement of sufficient quality and
quantity on relevant temporal and spatial scales. However, the
opacity, inaccessibility, and the sheer vastness of the ocean
render the pursuit of such observations a far from trivial task.

Driven by rapid advances in microelectronics and sensor
technology, acoustic fish telemetry has recently developed into
a viable approach for acquiring remote observations of the
behaviour of free-ranging fish in the marine environment
(Donaldson et al., 2014; Hussey et al., 2015; Lennox et al.,
2017). When attached to or implanted into a fish, an acoustic
transmitter tag enables remote underwater detection of a fish’s
presence and identity at ranges typically < 1 km using a matching
acoustic receiver. Detection range depends on the tag’s power
output and carrier frequency, receiver sensitivity and the
intrinsic properties of the acoustic channel, while its operating
life ranges from days to years depending on transmitter power
level, signal modulation and battery capacity (Pincock and
Johnston, 2012). The growing availability of miniature low-
power microelectronic sensors and their integration into tags
has further paved the way for acoustic sensor transmitters that
allow remote sensing of physiological (e.g., heart rate, respiration
and tailbeat frequency) and ambient physical variables (e.g.,
temperature, salinity and water depth) pertaining to the fish,
providing physiological and environmental context for a
plausible eco-physiological interpretation of fish movements
(Wilmers et al., 2015).

Successive detections of a tagged fish at different receiver
locations make it possible to establish a chronological account of
a fish’s movement pattern. Depending on the configuration of
in.org 2
the receiver system, a single transmission may also permit fine-
scale localisation of the fish in two or three dimensions (Baktoft
et al., 2017). The acoustic receiver thus comprises the inseparable
and essential second half of a telemetry system as its performance
and placement, together with the transmitter and the channel
characteristics, jointly determine the probability of making
detections. Although active (mobile) tracking of fish is
regularly used and serves as a viable option in many scenarios
(Mitamura et al., 2017), the advent of cost-effective automatic
monitoring receivers has made it feasible to deploy entire
systems of moored receivers (often referred to as passive
acoustic telemetry) that enable continuous year-round
monitoring of aquatic habitats over a wide span of
geographical scopes (Hussey et al., 2015). Such stationary
receiver systems are typically organised as clusters of transects
(Jackson, 2011; Chaput et al., 2018) or arrays (Simpfendorfer
et al., 2002; Hedger et al., 2008; Kraus et al., 2018), or in less
regular structures, e.g., focusing on monitoring of specific
landmarks or bottlenecks where the fish are expected to dwell
or pass (Urke et al., 2013).

Apart from the information obtained from being non-
present, acoustic transmitters residing beyond the detection
range of receivers for prolonged periods of time are obviously
of limited value. The data yield, and ultimately the scientific
outcome of telemetry studies, is thus inherently linked to
receiver-side design parameters, such as the number of
receivers used, how they are distributed in space and time, as
well as their technical performance (e.g., sensitivity, bandwidth,
operational life). The number of receivers that can be deployed in
a passive telemetry system is usually subject to practical and
economic constraints and cannot scale cost-effectively with the
size of the target area to make complete coverage a realistic
option in many studies. Optimal placement and configuration of
receiver transects and arrays with respect to detection probability
have been investigated and established (Welch et al., 2002;
Steckenreuter et al., 2017; Kraus et al., 2018). However, the risk
of low detection rates and location biases in movement data will
necessarily increase with a decreasing ratio of receivers to the size
of the sample area.

Over the last few decades, sea-going unmanned surface and
underwater vehicles (USVs and UUVs) have found widespread
use as flexible, persistent and cost-effective platforms for ocean
observation (Whitt et al., 2020). The idea of equipping such
robotic vehicles with fish telemetry receivers represents an
emerging approach with the potential to significantly advance
the current operational limits of fish movement studies (Eiler
et al., 2013). Such mobile receiver platforms may operate
July 2022 | Volume 9 | Article 857623
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independently or as additional resources to mitigate coverage
issues and to consolidate passive receiver systems. Moreover, the
ability to dynamically relocate receiver resources to areas of
particular interest or high activity will make adaptive sampling
strategies possible, which could in turn optimise coverage and
increase data yield (Fossum, 2019). Adaptive sampling requires
(near) real-time availability of detection data in a networked
system of stationary and mobile receivers, and although not
common in passive acoustic telemetry yet, real-time solutions for
these systems have been demonstrated and used in several
studies (Hassan et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). USVs and
UUVs will usually include one or more long-range
telecommunication links for remote monitoring and control
purposes, either through satellite, cellular or other proprietary
services. Using these communication capabilities during fish
tracking experiments will increase situational awareness and
facilitate a more agile approach to the planning and
management of such experiments. Robotic ocean observing
platforms also come with the additional benefit of producing
simultaneous high-resolution measurements of the proximal
ocean environment. These platforms typically carry with them
a range of sensors for essential ocean variables, such as sea
temperature, water quality parameters, water currents,
chlorophyll, plankton and fish aggregations (Whitt et al.,
2020). These data would otherwise require dedicated resources
and can be hard to obtain with sufficient temporal and spatial
resolution when fish actually reside within a particular area,
despite being key information for interpreting and
understanding the movement patterns of fish.

An increasing number of studies have been reported over the
last few years where unmanned marine vehicles have been
employed in acoustic fish telemetry studies. With their ability
to dive directly into the fish habitat and survey deeper waters,
underwater vehicles of various designs so far appear to be the
most commonly used vehicle type for carrying acoustic receivers
(Grothues et al., 2008; Oliver M. et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2017;
Ennasr et al., 2020; Masmitja et al., 2020). Autonomous
underwater vehicles (AUVs) with electric thrusters are
relatively fast and have field-proven capabilities of detecting
and localising acoustically tagged fish (Clark et al., 2013; Eiler
et al., 2013; Eiler et al., 2019), but onboard energy resources
strictly constrain mission times for these platforms, and they
often require proximity to ship or shore for communication and
navigational assistance. However, the integration of acoustic
receivers into underwater gliders that feature an energy-
efficient buoyancy-driven propulsion mechanism mitigates this
energy limitation to a large extent and enables long-term
unassisted fish tracking missions even in remote oceanic
regions (Oliver M. et al., 2013; Haulsee et al., 2015; Oliver
et al., 2017). On the other hand, underwater gliders are
relatively slow and can experience large offsets in position due
to sea currents, which can cause challenges with manoeuvring in
shallower and more confined waters. Like underwater gliders,
surface gliders are less constrained by onboard energy limitations
with respect to propulsion, but can, in addition, carry a more
extensive sensor suite, harvest solar and wind energy for
powering of payload and auxiliary propulsion, and can, unlike
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 3
underwater vehicles, keep telecommunication links operational
and uninterrupted throughout missions due to their continuous
surface access. These properties make surface gliders an
interesting option as mobile long-endurance robotic receiver
platforms in acoustic telemetry studies, and the utility and
performance of such platforms have been explored and
demonstrated in several recent studies using the Liquid
Robotics Wave Glider (Carlon, 2015; Cimino et al., 2018; Cote
et al., 2019).

This article presents a technical solution where a real-time
acoustic receiver is integrated as a system-level payload on an
alternative surface glider platform, the wave-propelled USV
AutoNaut, essentially creating an energy autonomous robotic
fish telemetry platform. The deep integration of the receiver
within the control and telecommunication system of the USV
provides real-time transmission of fish detections to an operator
for remote piloting of the vehicle, and prepares the vehicle itself
for increased situational awareness and autonomous control
during vehicle-fish encounters. The vehicle’s capacity to detect
a small acoustic fish tag at different ranges and propulsion modes
is investigated through a field trial, and the resulting detection
probability for different vehicle-fish “sail-by” scenarios is
estimated through simulations. Finally, we provide a proof-of-
concept study where the AutoNaut was deployed in a Norwegian
fjord during the seaward migration of Atlantic salmon post-
smolts and demonstrate that the vehicle was able to detect a
tagged smolt at the fringe of the open ocean beyond the reach of
the fjord’s stationary receiver grid.
2 MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section we discuss the integration of the TBLive, a real-
time acoustic fish telemetry receiver, into the instrument payload
onboard the AutoNaut, a wave-propelled unmanned surface
vehicle (USV) designed for long-duration ocean observation
missions. During normal operations when waves propel the
vehicle, the AutoNaut is a silent platform. This makes it well-
suited for the application considered in this work where acoustic
noise levels need to be kept low in order to optimise hydrophone
performance and fish detection capabilities. Moreover, the USV’s
autonomy and long-endurance capabilities make its employment
suited for the study of slowly evolving, yet spatially and
temporally extensive processes such as the migration of salmon
post-smolts and other fish of moderate size, as demonstrated in
this article.

2.1 The AutoNaut
The AutoNaut

1

is a commercially available unmanned surface
vehicle normally produced and supplied with a proprietary
control and communication system (Johnston and Poole,
2017). In this work, we employed a 5 meter long version of the
AutoNaut in which payload control, navigation and
communication systems are developed by the Norwegian
July 2022 | Volume 9 | Article 857623
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University of Science and Technology (NTNU) with a publicly
available hardware and software architecture

2

based on the
DUNE unified navigation environment (Pinto et al., 2013), as
described in Dallolio et al. (2019).

The AutoNaut USV carries an innovative propulsion system
that relies on sea surface waves to produce forward thrust (see
Figure 1), making it suitable for sustained operations at sea
without human assistance. The ground speed of the vehicle is
mainly determined by waves and normally reaches 0.5 to 3 knots,
although drifting forces generated by winds and sea currents may
under certain circumstances degrade speed and impact
navigation performance (Dallolio et al., 2022). The USV’s
heading is governed by an electric stern rudder powered by an
onboard battery bank. A set of three solar panels supplying up to
300 W allows continuous energy harvesting and recharging of
the battery bank, extending vehicle autonomy to several weeks.
Unlike common robotic marine platforms, the AutoNaut is
therefore less constrained by the energy limitations that
normally affect propulsion and payload usage, ensuring long-
duration autonomous missions. The USV is also equipped with
an ancillary electric stern thruster that can be used to increase
maneuverability or provide propulsion in calm weather
conditions. The thruster introduces, however, acoustic noise
that deteriorates hydrophone performance and reduces the
probability of detecting tagged fish (Figure 5).

2.2 Integration of Acoustic Receiver
2.2.1 Receiver Specifications
The acoustic fish telemetry receiver used in this work is the
TBLive

3

(Thelma Biotel AS
4

, Trondheim, Norway), a digital
multi-channel receiver for detection of acoustic tags in the
frequency range 63 - 77 kHz (see Figure 1). The unit features
a cabled RS-485 real-time communication interface and a time
pulse input from a GNSS source for precise high-resolution time-
stamping of tag detections. The TBLive runs a proprietary
software on an advanced digital signal processing unit. The
processing algorithm dynamically tries to maintain high
acoustic performance even in noisy environments and further
reduces signal collision events by singling out the strongest when
multiple signals are present. In addition to its main task of
decoding R-coded acoustic tag detections (Pincock and
Johnston, 2012) and sending these in real-time over its
communication interface, the receiver provides measurements
of background noise level and water temperature. The receiver
consumes less than 45 mW of power depending on the number
of channels monitored.

2.2.2 Physical Integration
As described in Dallolio et al. (2019), the vehicle carries a
heterogeneous scientific payload that collects information
about a wide range of environmental variables. The receiver
is installed on the 27 cm long vertical keel near the longitudinal
centre of the vehicle in order to maximise the distance between
2http://autonaut.itk.ntnu.no/doku.php.
3https://www.thelmabiotel.com/wp-content/uploads/tb-live-datasheet-1.jpg.
4https://www.thelmabiotel.com.
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the sensor and the sea surface and hence decrease the potential
noise effects due to proximity to the boundary layer. The keel
also hosts an Optode4835 oxygen sensor5 and an ECO Puck
Triplet6. Whereas the latter measures light scattering and
fluorescence to determine primary production features of the
upper water column, the former provides information about the
oxygen concentration based on fluorescence quenching. Both are
optical instruments and are thus not expected to interfere with
the hydrophone measurements, despite being tightly integrated
at the end of the instrument keel. The TBLive also protrudes
6 cm deeper than the other two sensors to ensure an
unobstructed acoustic path to the hydrophone. The TBLive
power and communication cable is terminated to a wet-
mateable SubConn bulkhead connector that penetrates the hull
inside the base of the instrument keel and provides connection to
the AutoNaut’s scientific payload control unit, as depicted
in Figure 2.

2.2.3 Software Integration
Onboard the AutoNaut, the receiver is controlled by a dedicated
software module running in DUNE, a software framework
designed with strong emphasis on flexibility in the configuration
of sensors and on data collection and transmission over different
communication interfaces (Pinto et al., 2013). The TBLive talks
through an NMEA0183 inspired protocol over an RS-485 serial
line to the Level 3 computer, which interprets and converts
receiver tag detections and sensor readings (noise level, water
temperature) to DUNE inter-module communication messages
and shares them with other onboard computers for immediate
transmission to shore over Internet or Iridium Satellite upon
request. As shown in Figure 2, a 4G/LTE modem onboard the
USV allows continuous two-way communication to shore over the
Internet, which enables real-timemonitoring offish detections and
receiver performance via two different user interfaces.

The vehicle operators make use of the graphical command and
control user interface Neptus (Dias et al., 2005), which is also a part
of the LSTS Toolchain (Pinto et al., 2013). Since the Neptus interface
is mainly intended for vehicle control andmanagement, an ancillary
GUI was developed to provide scientific personnel such as biologists
and oceanographers with real-time sensor data related to fish
detections and ocean environmental variables. The scientific data
GUI was implemented using the public Grafana HTTP API

7

, which
displays timestamped data from all sensors and georeferenced fish
detections on a scalable map in terms of an interactive Grafana
dashboard (see Figure 3). The Grafana dashboard permits
inspection and comparison of environmental variables (e.g., water
temperature, salinity, oxygen concentration, sea current profiles,
weather data) both at the time of detection and for subsequent
offline analysis in order to facilitate studies of migration processes
and fish behavior with an environmental context.
5https://www.aanderaa.com/media/pdfs/d385_aanderaa_oxygen_sensor_4835.
jpg.
6 https://www.seabird.com/combination-sensors/family?productCategoryId=
54627869917.
7https://grafana.com/.
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2.3 Tag Detection Performance
2.3.1 Detection Range Model and Test
The underlying physical mechanisms determining whether the
moving USV will detect (or not detect) an acoustic tag
transmission are notoriously complex and depend on the
properties of the highly dynamic acoustic channel as well as
characteristics intrinsic to the receiver, the transmitter and the
vehicle itself (Kessel et al., 2013). However, as shown by
Huveneers et al. (2016) for example, detection probability as a
function of range and other conditions can be modelled using a
logistic relation as a simple, but feasible approach. A tag
transmission may be regarded as a Bernoulli trial (Papoulis
and Pillai, 2002) represented by a binary random variable Y
with outcomes detected (Y = 1) or not detected (Y = 1). Using the
distance to the tag x as the predictor, the probability p of making
a detection can be modelled as a logistic function by assuming
that the logarithm of the detection odds p/(1 - p) is linearly
dependent on distance:

ln  (
p

1 − p
) = bb0 + bb1x : (1)

Solving for p gives the detection probability:

p = P(Y = 1jx) = 1

1 + e
− bb0+bb1x
� � , (2)

which predicts a sigmoid relationship between the detection
probability and the distance to the tag, where b̂0 and b̂1 are
regression coefficients.

The regression coefficients were estimated from data collected by
conducting a controlled field experiment in Trondheimsfjorden,
Norway. An acoustic transmitter with size and power output
specifications (diameter 7.3 mm, length 17 mm, 139 dB re 1 μPa)
similar to those used for tagging of Atlantic salmon post-smolts
(Bjerck et al., 2021) was selected for the experiment in order to
preserve the relevance of the results with respect to the Nordfjord
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 5
full-scale trial described below. The tag (R-LP7, Thelma Biotel AS,
Trondheim, Norway) was, however, programmed as a range test
transmitter with a short and fixed transmission interval (10 s) and
with a monotonously increasing transmission sequence number as
data payload to facilitate rapid data collection and straightforward
assessment of the number of received and lost signals. The range test
transmitter was kept at a fixed location by attaching it to a buoy
mooring at 2 m depth, while the AutoNaut with the integrated
receiver was navigated at different distances from the buoy. The
experiment was divided into two trials where only the passive wave-
foils were used to propel the AutoNaut during the first trial, whereas
the second trial also involved activation of the ancillary electric
thruster. During both trials, all tag transmissions were registered
and for each transmission the AutoNaut’s position and range to the
buoy were noted together with the event of whether the signal was
detected or not. The background noise in the acoustic channel
was recorded continuously from the receiver, and if a signal was
detected, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was registered as well.

2.3.2 Sail-by Scenarios
The detection probability model permits simulation of simple
“sail-by” scenarios and estimation of the expectancy of making
one or more fish detections as the USV and a tagged fish pass
each other at different distances. The purpose of the simulation
was to provide some initial predictions on the “sweeping
efficiency” of the USV as it moves through an area populated
with tagged fish, although several assumptions and
simplifications were made to make the calculations more
tractable and the results easier to interpret. Here we assumed
that the fish remained near the surface at a fixed position relative
to the USV and that the USV “sailed by” following a linear path
at constant speed and passed the fish at some minimum distance,
defined as the sail-by distance. It was also assumed that the tag
emitted acoustic messages that were repeated with a uniformly
distributed random delay within a fixed time interval, which is a
common feature of acoustic fish tags. This means that a sail-by
may result in a variable number of transmissions where the
FIGURE 1 | 3D model of the AutoNaut USV showing the underwater wave foil propulsion system and the sensor payload connected to the hull and the keel. The
acoustic receiver TBLive (inset) is mounted to the end of the protruded instrument keel at 50 cm depth.
July 2022 | Volume 9 | Article 857623
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probability of detection is greater than zero, depending on the
transmission interval, the relative speed between vehicle and fish,
and the sail-by distance. In these simulations, the number of
detections can be viewed as a random variable consisting of a
sequence of independent Bernoulli trials where each trial
(transmission) i is associated with a varying probability of
success (detection) pi, given by the actual range and the logistic
model described the previous section. The random variable can
therefore be characterized as having a Poisson binomial
distribution (Katti and Rao, 1968). The expected value of a
random variable having this distribution is simply the sum of
the detection probabilities S

i
 pi over all transmissions during a

sail-by. This fact was used to find an estimate of the maximum
passing distance where at least one detection can be expected.
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org July 2022 | Volume 9 | Article 8576236
2.4 Full-Scale Trial
A full-scale trial with the AutoNaut was planned and conducted
over a period of three days in May 2020 in Nordfjord, Norway
(N61°54’, E5°14’). Nordfjord is with its 106 km the sixth longest
fjord in Norway (see Figure 4). Several of the rivers entering the
fjord sustain significant populations of Atlantic salmon (Salmo
salar) and anadromous brown trout (Salmo trutta), where the
Stryn and Eid rivers constitute two of the main salmonid
habitats. The trial was aligned with an already ongoing
acoustic telemetry experiment in these two rivers, where the
fjord and seaward migration of these species were studied. The
trial therefore gave a reasonable chance of experiencing vehicle-
fish encounters in the setting of a genuine fish migration study
and served as a realistic test of the AutoNaut as a mobile robotic
telemetry platform.
FIGURE 3 | The fish tracking dashboard of the Grafana real-time monitoring interface. Relevant parameters are displayed numerically (from the top left to top right:
listening frequency, sent messages, hydrophone serial number, UNIX timestamp, UTC time/date) and graphically (from left to right: average noise level, peak noise
level, thruster actuation, USV location at the time of detection). Information is constantly updated as the USV navigates in areas with 4G/LTE coverage.
FIGURE 2 | Hardware architecture of the AutoNaut control, communication and payload management system. Sensor data collected by the Level 3 scientific
payload control unit include fish detections from the TBLive and are shared in real-time to the Level 2 vehicle control computer over Ethernet, where they are
available for the USV control and navigation system.
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Following the procedure described in Bjerck et al. (2021), 100
salmon pre-smolts and 85 sea trout had been captured by
electrofishing, implanted with an acoustic transmitter, and
released at their respective capture sites in the Stryn and Eid
rivers between the 10th and 16th of April 2020. Two different
types of acoustic transmitters were used; the D-LP6 and the ID-
LP7 (Thelma Biotel AS, Trondheim, Norway). While the D-LP6
transmits swimming depth as sensor data payload in addition to
a unique ID code, the ID-LP7 is a pure ID transmitter and
acoustically identical to the R-LP7 employed in the range test
with the AutoNaut. Both transmitter types had a battery life of
roughly 150 days and were programmed with a uniformly
distributed random delay/transmit interval of 30–90 seconds to
permit time-division multiplexing, giving an average sending
rate of 60 IDs per hour.
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 7
As part of the fish telemetry experiment reported in Bjerck
et al. (2021), a system of 74 VR2W passive acoustic receivers
(Innovasea Systems Inc., Halifax, Canada) had been deployed at
fixed stations distributed from the rivers to the outer rim of the
fjord, as shown in Figure 4. The full record of detection data
from the passive receivers was downloaded in the summer after
the smolt migration season had ended and provided ground-
truth data for the subsequent analysis of the trial. In addition to
the full data record, fish detections registered during the three
days of the trial at stations within or in the vicinity of the area
covered by the Autonaut were extracted and used to establish an
overview of the evolving migration situation and potential
detection targets. As a simple approximation, the migration
route of fish that had been detected at more than one station
was estimated by using the recorded detection times along with
FIGURE 4 | Map showing Nordfjord in western Norway, from river Stryn in the east to the fjord outlet and the North Atlantic Ocean in the west, which was site of
the field trial with the fish telemetry-enabled AutoNaut. The trial was aligned with an ongoing fish telemetry experiment studying the fjord migration of salmonids from
the Stryn and Eid rivers in the spring 2020. A system of 74 passive receivers were deployed at fixed locations over the full length of the fjord (yellow circles). Blue
rectangles indicate the two areas that were analysed in detail, in which the AutoNaut navigated between the 28th and 30th May 2020 and where the receiver grid
provided ground-truth fish detection data.
FIGURE 5 | Logistic regression applied to the range test data where the vehicle was propelled by the wave-foils only (blue) or with both wave-foils and electric
thruster (green). Dashed lines indicate ranges corresponding to 50% chance of detection, reaching 207 and 95 meters respectively.
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the shortest linear path through the fjord connecting the
respective receiver positions. The migration routes were then
used to calculate the fish’s distance to the river mouth as a
function of time and compared to the corresponding position of
the AutoNaut, which was logged continuously using the onboard
GNSS receiver.

The timing of the trial was decided based on experience from
earlier migration studies in the same area (Bjerck et al., 2021),
and the route of the AutoNaut was nominally planned to the
outer 40 km section of the fjord and consisted of shoreline and
mid-fjord traverses as well as a short excursion to the open sea.
Still, the vehicle’s route was under real-time control and prepared
for adjustments at any time to adapt to situations caused by, e.g.,
weather conditions, sea currents or opposing ship traffic. Fish
detections from the receiver grid were not used actively for
vehicle guidance during the trial since they were not readily
available in real-time. It was also desirable to retain the scope of
the trial as a baseline test of the unbiased detection capacity of the
mobile receiver platform.
3 RESULTS

3.1 Technical Integration
The full-scale trial in Nordfjord and the range test in
Trondheimsfjorden provided five days of technical
performance testing and validation of the AutoNaut and
TBLive receiver integration. The mechanical installation of the
receiver was observed to have no perceivable effect on the
vehicle’s drag or navigational performance, which was expected
due to the receiver’s small size and tight integration on the
vehicle’s streamlined instrument keel. Potential issues related to
air exposure or bubble entrainment around the relatively shallow
hydrophone cannot be ruled out since weather conditions were
generally calm and wave height never exceeded 1 m, although no
indications of such effects were observed during the trials.
Integration of the TBLive with the AutoNaut payload control
software showed immediate availability of accurately
timestamped tag detection data, background noise level, and
water temperature both locally in the vehicle guidance computer
and on the remote user interfaces. With the 4G/LTE cellular link
active, the latency time of receiver data to the Neptus and
Grafana GUIs was typically less than 2 seconds. Tag detections
were georeferenced by the payload computer by adding the
vehicle GNSS position to the detection record before they were
broadcast as DUNE IMC messages, and it was confirmed that
they appeared on the map panel of the Grafana dashboard in
real-time (see Figure 3). All receiver data were successfully
logged to the vehicle database along with all other sensor data
for post-mission analysis.

The TBLive receiver experienced an elevated and fluctuating
noise level during the full-scale trial that was not present during
the range test. This most likely caused a reduction in the
AutoNaut’s effective detection range. The noise figure reported
by the receiver is an accumulated measure of the noise observed
in the frequency band averaged over 5-minute intervals. In a
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 8
moving platform, noise will be affected by a variety of naturally
fluctuating noise sources such as environmental noise, turbulent
flow, thruster usage, and inherent electrical properties of the
hydrophone sensor itself. However, the source of the elevated
noise level was subsequently identified simply as a case of
electrical interference between the Seabird CTD sensor and the
receiver, and was eliminated by a rewiring of the sensors’ ground
connections and installation of a line filter on the receiver’s
power supply. The specific reduction of detection range during
the Nordfjord trial was not quantified, but the fact that both
tagged fish and test transmitters deployed from a boat were
detected suggests that the vehicle receiver was still functional
despite the noise issue.

3.2 Detection Range and
Sail-by Simulations
The range test was conducted in Trondheimsfjorden under calm
conditions. The small acoustic transmitter (R-LP7, 7.3 mm,
69 kHz) was deployed at 2 m depth by attaching it with a thin
metal string to the mooring line of a surface buoy that was held
taut and in a fixed position by a heavy anchor. The string served
to offset the tag a few centimetres from the thick mooring line
and keep it in a horizontal orientation similar to that of a tag
implanted in a fish. The buoy was installed approximately 100 m
from the shore at 10 m water depth, with the seafloor sloping
moderately to about 50 m depth outside the buoy at the far end
of the test range. The position of the tag (buoy) was determined
using a GPS with accuracy better than 2 m. The wave height was
low during the test, ranging from ripples to small waves (< 25
cm), which caused the AutoNaut to move at relatively low speed
(below 0.4 m/s) when driven only by wave propulsion.

The range test was divided into two trials and provided 298
tag detections out of a total of 468 transmissions. The first trial,
with the AutoNaut driven by the wave-foils only, lasted
approximately 35 minutes and gave 129 detections out of 210
transmissions. The second trial, where the AutoNaut also had the
ancillary thruster engaged, lasted approximately 43 minutes and
gave 169 detections out of 258 transmissions. The distance
between the tag and the AutoNaut was calculated for all
detected and lost transmissions using the vehicle’s measured
GNSS position (logged at 1 s intervals) at the time of reception
and was further organised into 25 m range bins in the interval 0-
300 m (0-25, 26-50,…,276-300). The maximum detection range
recorded for the first and the second trial was 256 m and
135 m, respectively.

The detection ratio (detections/transmission) for all range
bins were then calculated and processed by the MATLAB

®

function glmfit (The Math Works Inc., Natick, MA, USA) to
estimate the coefficients of the logistic regression model given in
Equation 2. The regression results are shown in Figure 5 and
summarised in Table 1. It was estimated that the AutoNaut
would have a 50% efficient detection radius (detecting
transmissions with probability 0.5, or R0.5) of 207 m or 95 m
depending on whether the vehicle was passively or actively
propelled, respectively. The corresponding R0.9 detection radii
were estimated to 117 m and 46 m.
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The detection range model fitted to the wave-propulsion case
was subsequently used to simulate sail-by scenarios for the
vehicle and an acoustically tagged fish in order to estimate the
effective range where at least one detection can be expected. In
these simulations, it was assumed for the sake of simplicity that
the tagged fish was stationary, while the vehicle followed straight
paths at constant speed. It was also assumed that the receiver’s
sensitivity was constant with respect to vehicle speed, that the
fish stayed near the surface, and that the tag emitted energy
omni-directionally and featured a sending schedule similar to the
tags used in the full-scale trial with a 30-90 s uniformly
distributed random delay/sending interval. The simulations
were set up with 1 km vehicle transects with minimum sail-by
distances in the range 0-500 m (10 m steps), and relative speed
between vehicle and fish in the range 0.1-1.5 ms-1 (0.1 ms-1

steps). An example of a sail-by simulation is shown in Figure 6
(only sail-by distances in steps of 50 m retained for clarity),
where the surface colour contour indicates the tag detection
probability and stem plots indicate tag transmissions along the
straight vehicle transects.

The expected number of detections along all transects for all
relative speeds were calculated as the expectancy value of the
associated Poisson binomial distribution (see section Sail-by
scenarios above). For the different relative speeds, the sail-by
distances that gave exactly one detection were determined
numerically by fitting high-order polynomials to the detection
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 9
expectancy curves using MATLAB
® functions polyfit and fzero, as

shown in Figures 7, 8. In Figure 7, each curve (blue) represents a
constant relative speed between vehicle and fish in the interval
0.1-1.5 ms-1 (speed gradient indicated by arrow). Moreover,
Figure 8 shows that a single detection of the tag can be
expected at a sail-by distance of 371 m for the lowest speed
(0.1 ms-1), while the distance is reduced to 241 m for the highest
speed (1.5 ms-1). On the other hand, the area efficiently swept by
the AutoNaut will be almost ten times higher for the latter case
due to the speed difference.

3.3 Nordfjord Field Trial
The AutoNaut was launched 28thMay 2020 at Bryggja on the north
side of Nordfjord, 25 km east of the fjord outlet and 70 km west of
the Stryn river (see Figure 4), and was recovered four days later at
the same location. Weather conditions were sunny/clear with the
sea state ranging from flat calm to small waves (< 0.5 m) as well as
some swell at the open ocean. The generally calm conditions
required partial activation of the ancillary thruster to assist wave
propulsion, which gave an overall average speed over ground of 0.4
ms-1. External recharging of the batteries was not required as the
solar panels proved sufficient for powering the vehicle’s electrical
subsystems throughout the mission, including the thruster. The
average power harvested from the solar panels was estimated to
62 W. Surface temperature and salinity were measured every two
minutes by the onboard sensors and showed average values
TABLE 1 | Regression results for range test trials using the model in Equation 2.

Propulsion Regression coefficients Detection radius (m)

b̂0 b̂1 R0.5 R0.9

Wave-foils 5.021 -0.024 207 117
Wave-foils + thruster 4.294 -0.045 95 46
July 2022 | Volume 9 | Artic
FIGURE 6 | Example showing eight simulated vehicle-transmitter sail-by scenarios with tag transmissions and their associated detection probability. The stationary
acoustic transmitter is located at the origin (black bullet), while the vehicle “sails by” at a constant speed of 0.5 ms-1 following straight paths/transects on the sea
surface (black lines). The minimum sail-by distance is reached at the middle of each transect, here ranging from 0 to 350 m in 50 m intervals. The coloured surface
contour indicates the tag detection probability (yellow > 0.9, dark blue < 0.1) at any given coordinate, and the tag transmissions with 30-90 seconds semi-random
delay/transmit interval are shown with their associated detection probability as stem plots (red bullets) along each vehicle transect.
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(mean ±SD.) 11.2 ± 1.5°C; 16.2 ± 6.7ppt and 12.5 ± 0.6°C; 26.9 ±
1.7ppt for the fjord sections east and west of Måløy, respectively.

The results presented here concern the 54-hour period from
the launch up to the point when a fish was detected at an offshore
location west-northwest of the fjord in the afternoon 30th May,
after the AutoNaut had travelled a distance of 80 km. Inspection
of the detection record from the passive receiver system
confirmed that the timing of the trial coincided with the
migration of salmon post-smolts from the Stryn river. Due to
hydrological differences between the two rivers, tagged salmon
from the Eid river migrated earlier (median 13th May) and were
not detected in the fjord at the time of the trial. A total of 27
migrating salmon were detected on receivers in the Stryn estuary
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 10
that spring (see Supplementary Material), and the detection
record verified that at least three of these fish migrated through
the outer half of the fjord at the time of the trial. The further
analysis will focus on these three individuals whose detection
records are shown in Table 2. Two of the fish carried ID-LP7 tags
with ID 8996 and 8988, while the third one carried a D-LP6 with
ID 252. The fork lengths of the fish were measured in April
during tag implantation to 13.7, 13.6 and 13.4 cm, respectively.
In general, the detection records show that the three individuals
exhibited a distinct and directed seaward migration behaviour
during the time of the trial. Although hypothetical, the proximity
of the fish detections in space and time, with all fish detected at
the fjord outlet in an interval of just three hours after swimming
FIGURE 7 | Expected number of detections as a function of sail-by distance. Expectancy of one detection indicated with a red line.
FIGURE 8 | Sail-by distances giving exactly one detection as a function of relative speed.
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100 km from the estuary, suggests that the post-smolts may have
migrated as part of a larger group. It can also be observed that the
migration route included at least one fjord crossing for all fish.
Using the detection times shown in Table 2 and the shortest
straight fjord-path between the receiver positions, the average
rate of movement through the outer half of the fjord for the three
fish were 3.2, 3.7 and 3.4 BLs-1 (Body Lengths per second, using
the April measurements). In the remaining part of this article,
the three individuals will be identified by their tag ID number, or
with letters A, B and C, respectively.

Figures 9, 10 illustrate how the situation evolved in space and
time in terms of the location of the fish detections and the
corresponding position and track of the AutoNaut in two distinct
sections of the fjord during 28-29th and 30th May. All fish were
detected on passive receivers located a few kilometres further
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 11
inside the fjord relative to the vehicle’s position on the 28-29th

May, with fish 8996 detected at one point (A4) only 2.3 km to the
south-east behind the AutoNaut. About 17 hours later, the same
fish was detected again by a passive receiver located 28 km
further out (A5), still with the AutoNaut only 2.4 km apart,
suggesting that the fish and the vehicle had moved at similar
speeds over this stretch of the fjord. The vehicle’s average ground
speed was here measured to 0.49 ms-1, while the fish had
maintained a speed of at least 3.3 BLs-1 (corresponding to
0.45 ms-1). The fish was not detected by the AutoNaut, which
may be explained by the fact that the vehicle was commanded to
stay more in the middle of the fjord over this stretch (typically
500-1300 m from shore), as opposed to the day before, when the
AutoNaut traversed relatively close to the northern shore of the
fjord (see Figure 9). The passive receivers on which the fish was
TABLE 2 | Detection record for fish ID 8996, 8988 and 252.

Fish tag ID Map label UTC Date/Time Distance to USV (km)

A1 2020-05-28 21:36:41 21.8
2020-05-28 21:52:56 21.4
2020-05-28 21:54:12 21.4
2020-05-28 22:06:19 21.2

A2 2020-05-29 08:04:08 5.1
2020-05-29 08:10:28 5.2
2020-05-29 08:13:25 5.2
2020-05-29 08:15:51 5.2
2020-05-29 08:18:38 5.3
2020-05-29 08:20:49 5.3

8996 2020-05-29 08:22:09 5.3
2020-05-29 08:24:47 5.3
2020-05-29 08:29:10 5.4

A3 2020-05-29 08:35:10 5.5
2020-05-29 08:35:47 5.5
2020-05-29 08:36:21 5.6
2020-05-29 08:37:35 5.6
2020-05-29 08:38:58 5.6

A4 2020-05-29 10:25:06 2.3
2020-05-29 10:28:19 2.4
2020-05-29 10:31:01 2.4
2020-05-29 10:34:56 2.5
2020-05-29 10:37:09 2.6

A5 2020-05-30 03:48:05 2.4
2020-05-30 03:49:32 2.5

A6 2020-05-30 08:13:51 7.4
8988 B1 2020-05-29 11:21:46 4.7

2020-05-29 11:25:28 4.9
2020-05-29 11:29:10 5.0
2020-05-29 11:30:33 5.1
2020-05-29 11:31:39 5.2

B2 2020-05-30 08:41:22 2.5
B3 2020-05-30 09:23:22 2.0
B4 2020-05-30 11:20:05 1.5
AN 2020-05-30 13:02:39 < 0.3

252 C1 2020-05-29 07:34:28 5.6
2020-05-29 07:36:25 5.5

C2 2020-05-30 10:09:02 1.9
2020-05-30 10:10:12 1.9
2020-05-30 10:11:34 1.9
2020-05-30 10:12:08 1.8
2020-05-30 10:13:22 1.7
July 2022 | Vo
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See Figures 9, 10 for map references.
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detected were both located close to the shore, suggesting a more
shore-oriented migration route. In addition, the relative
positions of the vehicle and the detection points indicated that
the vehicle may have been some distance ahead of the fish. This
interpretation, however, should be regarded as hypothetical since
the fish’ exact migration route and speed between the detection
points cannot be known. Fish 8986 was finally detected at the
westernmost receiver at the fjord outlet (A6) and had at that
point increased its average movement speed to at least 4.6 BLs-1

and overtaken the AutoNaut by 7.4 km after the vehicle had been
commanded to execute a temporary excursion to the northern
shore of the fjord (see Figure 10). This example, with the
eventual separation of the vehicle and fish, clearly
demonstrates the transient nature of fish migrations and the
challenge of sampling such processes as they evolve in space
and time.
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Fish 8988 and 252 were also detected by passive receivers on
29th May around 50 km from the fjord outlet (see Figure 9, labels
B1 and C1). They were observed to behave in a similar manner as
8996, with the fish and the AutoNaut moving approximately at
the same average speed through the outer half of the fjord.
Twenty-one hours later, 8988 was detected again on three passive
receivers distributed over the outer 8 km stretch of the fjord with
the AutoNaut (unknowingly) moving in the same direction 1.5-
2.5 km ahead of the fish, as can be seen from Figure 10 (label B2-
B4) and Figure 11. Here, the AutoNaut maintained an average
speed of 0.82 ms-1, and the fish a minimum of 6 BLs-1, showing
an increase in migration speed similar to that observed for fish
8996 towards the outer part of the fjord. Using depth
transmitters, previous telemetry studies of salmon post-smolts
in Nordfjord have shown that the fish typically stay in the upper
three meters of the water column during the fjord migration
FIGURE 9 | Section of the fjord navigated by the AutoNaut on 28th and 29th May (blue track), fish detections on passive receivers (coloured circles), and the
AutoNaut’s position at the detection times (correspondingly coloured rectangles). Numerical order of detection labels correspond to rectangle positions in
chronological order. See Table 2 for colour and label coding, and Figure 4 for geographical reference.
FIGURE 10 | Section of the fjord navigated by the AutoNaut on 30th May (blue track), fish detections on passive receivers (coloured circles), and the AutoNaut’s
position at the detection times (correspondingly coloured rectangles), and the AutoNaut’s own detection (red diamond). Numerical order of detection labels
correspond to rectangle positions in chronological order. See Table 2 for colour and label coding, and Figure 4 for geographical reference.
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(Bjerck et al., 2021). It is therefore reasonable to assume that the
fish’ net movement speed will include components of advective
transport in addition to active swimming. The outer part of
Nordfjord can sustain significant tidal currents in the surface
layer (Urke et al., 2021), but their actual contribution to the
movement speed observed in this study were not quantified.

Finally, in the afternoon of May 30th, after having navigated
around 3 km off the fjord into the open ocean, the AutoNaut
system conveyed a successful detection of fish 8988, as indicated
in Figure 10 (label AN). The salmon post-smolt had at that point
migrated a (minimum) distance of around 100 km from the
Stryn river estuary over a period of 4.5 days. Assuming that
the speed and direction of movement in the hours up until the
AutoNaut detection can be used to project the fish’ continued
migration into the open ocean, the post-smolt would be 60-
70 km offshore west of the Stad peninsula (N62.18°, E5.12°) the
following day and arrive at the continental shelf in the
Norwegian Sea about 6-7 days after leaving its natal river Stryn.
4 DISCUSSION

Surface gliders have found widespread use as persistent, flexible
and cost-effective ocean observation platforms in a variety of
applications of ocean observation (Thomson and Girton, 2017;
Whitt et al., 2020) and are also emerging as an interesting option
as mobile and remotely operated sensing assets in fish movement
studies (Carlon, 2015; Cimino et al., 2018; Cote et al., 2019). In
this study we introduced an energy-autonomous robotic fish
telemetry platform that was realised through the integration of a
real-time acoustic receiver into a sea-going wave- and solar-
powered USV. The vehicle frame and energy harvesting
solutions were based on the commercially available AutoNaut
USV (Johnston and Poole, 2017), while the vehicle’s control and
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 13
communication systems were developed using standard
hardware components and the open source LSTS DUNE
unified software framework for autonomous vehicle control
and connectivity (Pinto et al., 2013). The open architecture
(Dallolio et al., 2019) permitted system-level integration of the
acoustic receiver making fish detections along with other sensor
data available in real-time to the vehicle’s onboard GNC
(guidance, navigation and control) system, as well as to remote
user interfaces and databases through cellular Internet connection.

The detection performance of the system was investigated by
fitting a logistic regression model to range test data obtained
from a controlled experiment using a small acoustic transmitter
with physical specifications consistent with those used for
tagging of salmon post-smolt and other small-sized fish. When
the vehicle was passively driven by waves, the 50% detection
probability radius was estimated from the model to 207 m, which
is comparable to detection ranges observed using sentinel tags
with similar specifications in long term deployments in
stationary receiver arrays at sea [see e.g., Main (2021)].
Theoretical “sail-by” simulations based on the regression
model predicted that a single detection can be expected at
ranges up to around 350 m for very low passing speeds, while
the corresponding range would be just above 300 m for the
average vehicle speed maintained during the Nordfjord full-scale
trial (0.4 ms-1). Assuming stationary transmitters, complete
coverage of the 28 km2 fjord section traversed by the
AutoNaut in Figure 9 would under these conditions be
achieved in about 32 hours. These results are based on
idealised assumptions and must be regarded as highly
hypothetical, but may serve as ballpark figures for the
sweeping efficiency of the vehicle system.

It should be noted that the range test was limited in time and
conducted under relatively mild conditions in small waves and
the result therefore reflects detection performance that could be
FIGURE 11 | The distance from the Stryn estuary to the AutoNaut and the three fish. Coloured circles indicate detections on passive receivers (see Table 2), while
the red diamond indicates the AutoNaut’s detection of fish 8988 in the open sea. Dashed lines represent interpolated fish positions based on the shortest straight
path between receivers.
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expected in a situation with low levels of environmental noise
and low to moderate vehicle motion. It is likely that the detection
radius will decrease with an increasing sea state due to both
added noise and the receiver’s proximity to the surface layer.
However, Bingham et al. (2012) found that the noise generated
by a comparable wave-driven surface vehicle (Wave Glider,
Liquid Robotics) was low both around the glider/sinker and
surface float and that sea state did not have a strong influence on
the vehicle’s emitted noise at least up to 2.8 m significant wave
height. It was also shown that noise dropped off considerably
towards higher frequencies and was lowest at the highest
frequency measured (60 kHz), which is close to the frequency
spectrum normally utilized for acoustic fish tags in marine
applications. An extensive range test spanning a wider range of
sea states will nevertheless be required for a more complete
characterisation of the AutoNaut’s detection performance under
passive wave propulsion.

Although the AutoNaut is primarily a wave-driven vehicle,
the auxiliary electric thruster serves as backup propulsion in flat
calm conditions and to increase rudder force during tight
manoeuvres or to counter drift forces when waves are
insufficient to keep an acceptable forward speed. With its high
rotational speed and proximity to the receiver (approx. 2 m from
the receiver at the AutoNaut’s stern strut), it was considered
important to quantify the thruster’s impact on detection
performance. The range test confirmed that activation of the
thruster increases ambient noise level in the relevant frequency
bands and causes a more than 50% reduction in detection radius
(to 95 m) as compared to pure wave propulsion. While the result
clearly suggests that thruster activation should be minimized
during fish tracking operations, it should be noted that
measurements were obtained using one of the smallest and
least powerful acoustic transmitters available (139 dB). The
loss of detection performance was not complete even with a
weak transmitter and could be accepted in situations where the
alternative is a dead drifting vehicle or in studies where more
powerful transmitters are applied. Nevertheless, a towed solution
that separates the receiver by a greater distance from both the
thruster and surface layer should be investigated and considered
for future deployments. Technically, this can readily be achieved
by suspending the receiver directly from the instrument keel by a
properly arranged cable extension, which in principle could be
several tens of meters without causing problems for the receiver’s
RS-485 communication interface. The feasibility of using the
AutoNaut with a towed acoustic sensor array was shown by
Johnston and Pierpoint (2017), although issues like increased
drag, entanglement risk and sub-optimal receiver orientation
must be considered against the convenience of a clean keel-
mounted solution.

The basic functionality of the vehicle concept as an energy-
autonomous and remotely piloted mobile fish telemetry platform
with real-time connectivity was demonstrated during a three-day
trial in the outer regions of a fjord in western Norway. The trial
provided an opportunity to experience genuine encounters
between the vehicle and tagged fish since it was conducted in
parallel with an already ongoing acoustic telemetry experiment
targeting the seaward migration of Atlantic salmon post-smolts
Frontiers in Marine Science | www.frontiersin.org 14
from rivers in the Nordfjord area. The early marine migration
represents a critical life stage of salmon with an urgent need of
improved scientific understanding (Thorstad et al., 2012), but
insight is limited and precluded by the technical and practical
difficulties of obtaining relevant observations beyond estuaries
and confined coastal areas (Barry et al., 2020; Newton et al.,
2021). Having a primary conceptual and technical focus,
rigorous biological inference on post-smolt behaviour was not
the aim of our study and it should neither be regarded as an
integral part of the original biologically focused experiment,
which will be reported elsewhere [see Bjerck et al. (2021)].
Nevertheless, along with the preceding detections recorded by
the passive receivers, the fish detection made by the AutoNaut
provides an interesting and rare observation of the pathway of an
actively migrating salmon post-smolt extending beyond the fjord
environment, at least in a Norwegian context. We therefore
believe that the main contribution of this study relates to the
manifestation of the AutoNaut’s ability to observe even small
free-ranging fish in the ocean environment, and the associated
prospects of evolving the concept into a powerful mobile
autonomous fish telemetry tool with capacity to complement
and extend the reach of traditional receiver setups and
experimental designs. Considering that fish detection was
possible despite the relatively short duration of the trial, and
the fact that optimal system performance was impeded by the
initial electrical noise interference problem as well as the thruster
usage necessitated by the unusually calm weather conditions, we
suggest that performance will improve as the system evolves
from its prototypical state and more operational experience
is gained.

Despite technical shortcomings, we generally consider our
study as a tenable proof-of-concept that warrants further
investigation into the performance of the system over a wider
range of operating conditions and study objectives. Furthermore,
we consider the prospects of exploiting the vehicle’s inherent
capacity for autonomous operation and real-time networking
with both mobile and stationary sensor assets (e.g., other
vehicles, communication buoys and drifters) to be particularly
promising. Although requiring considerable investments in
equipment, technical development and operational experience,
we believe that realisation of multi-agent collaborating systems
of receiver and sensor resources of this kind will create novel and
unprecedented opportunities for scientific inquiry in fish
behaviour and movement ecology studies at sea.
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